
Pedo Case Acceptance: 

A Step by Step



Step 1

Doctor & TC develop treatment plan and 

prioritize in appointment sequence:

Appointment 1: Fillings upper right and left

Appointment 2: Sealants & filling lower left



Step 2

Doctor speaks with parent regarding child’s needs and explains what 

procedures will be performed throughout the treatment plan, 

focusing mainly on the 1st visit:

“Hi Mrs. Smith, I’m Dr. Jones and I had the pleasure of examining Sarah 

today.  She has a few concerns I want to address with you and then we’ll 

discuss where we’ll start.  She has cavities on her upper right and left side 

molars and one on the lower left molar. This is common, as they’re in 

those hard to reach areas with the brush.  I’d also like to seal the 1 

permanent molar which has recently erupted to prevent future cavities.  

To treat these teeth I’ll need to see her for 2 appointments.  First we’ll 

take care of those cavities on the upper teeth and then I’ll see her again to 

complete the rest.” 



Step 3a

Doctor provides parent with how much time 

treatment will be and offers same day:

“The 1st appointment will be fairly quick, taking about 

40 minutes. We can go ahead and take care of the 

cavities on the upper teeth today. I think Sarah will do 

great and it will save you some time in your schedule. 

How does that sound? Great, we’ll get started and 

you’ll be on your way soon.”



Step 3b

Doctor provides parent with how much time 

treatment will be and a timeframe for returning 

for treatment:

“The 1st appointment will be fairly quick, taking 

about 40 minutes. I’d like to see Sarah as soon as 

possible so the decay doesn’t progress and the 

cavities don’t get any larger.”



Step 4

Doctor asks parent if they have any more 

questions & hands off to TC to walk parent to 

front desk to schedule:

“Mrs. Smith, do you have any questions for me 

regarding Sarah’s treatment?  Great, Natasha will 

take you to the front to schedule. I look forward to 

seeing you and Sarah again soon!”



Step 5

Treatment Coordinator reiterates what doctor 

stated regarding treatment as they walk and 

reduces any fear with moving forward:

“As Dr. Jones stated, we’ll start with the 2 cavities on 

the upper molars.  Dr. Jones is excellent during the 

procedures, always ensuring the kids feel comfortable.  

We’ll have you and Sarah in and out in no time.”



Step 6

TC introduces parent to FOC, reviews the 1st

appointment, providing brief procedure overview, 

mainly focusing on the time needed at appointment 1 

and the timeframe in which to schedule:

“Hi Melanie, this is Mrs. Smith, Sarah’s Mom. Sarah has 2 

cavities on her upper molars, that Dr. Jones needs 40 

minutes to treat.  He’d like to see her as soon as possible to 

get those taken care of.  Then we’ll take care of appointment 

2. Mrs. Smith, do you have any questions for me before I 

leave you with Melanie to finish up?  Great, I look forward 

to seeing you and Sarah soon. Bye Sarah, have a great rest of 

your day!”



Step 7

FOC reviews the insurance benefits, including 

deductible and out of pocket cost:

“Mrs. Smith, you have great benefits and it looks like 

the estimated coverage for the 2 fillings is $275.  You 

will need to meet the deductible for this visit, which is 

$50, bringing your estimated portion to $150. That 

will be due at the appointment.  Do you have any 

questions about your benefits?”



Step 8

Parent signs treatment plan as an acceptance 

that fees were reviewed:

“Mrs. Smith if you could sign here, this simply 

states that I reviewed the estimated insurance 

benefits and your out of pocket cost.  As you do 

that, I’ll start looking for appointment times.”



Step 9

FOC asks parent if there are particular days 

and times they prefer to schedule & offers 2 

appointment times:

“Mrs. Smith are there particular days and times 

you prefer or would you like me to provide our 

first available? We can see Sarah on Tuesday May 

20th at 2:00 or Thursday May 22nd at 11:00. Which 

one works best?”



Step 10

FOC schedules appointment and attaches the procedures 

for appointment 1:

Having the correct procedures on the schedule is very 

important, as it acts as our internal communication tool:

1. If a parent calls and asks what we’re doing at the next 

visit, the FOC can tell them by looking at the schedule.

2. Our dental assistants can look at the schedule and know 

how to set up for each appointment.

3. We are meeting parents’ expectations, by doing our best to 

perform the procedures discussed at the last visit. This 

lends itself to reducing confusion and building trust.



Step 11

FOC provides a copy of the signed treatment 

plan and appointment card to the parent:

“Mrs. Smith, here’s a copy of the treatment plan 

with the fees we discussed and the appointment 

date and time for the next visit.  Is there anything 

else I can help you with today?  Wonderful, I look 

forward to seeing you and Sarah on May 22nd at 

11:00.  Bye Sarah, enjoy the rest of your day!”


